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iNCRUDIUCTiC.6
i.

The policy of the Revolutionary Government of the Armed Forces in

Peru, since it caae tc power in 1968, has been to undertake a series of social
and economic transformations aimed at ending the double conditions of underdevelopment and dependence which it had seen as characterising traditiona] Peru.
The philosophy behind these changes does not appear to be associated with any
particular political effiliation, but rather with the thinking of a group of
military, academic and ecclesiastic Scholars which has been advising the
Government.

The main thought embodied in this philosophy is that hitherto

Peruvian life was dominated by groups of foreign and national exploiters
while the mass of the people was alienated in work and life from participation
in the social and economic development of the country.

Consequently, the

content of development is seen to lie in remedying the main structural
imbalances in the economic and social life of the country.
z.

Profound ref7)rms affecting both.internally- and externally-held

power positions have therefore been introduced since 1968 involving significant
changes in the ownerthip and control of certain resources and increased
participation of the masses.

An extensive land reform has been undertaken

through which individual large landowners have been replaced-by cooperatives
.ain'd a national system of support for social mobilisation (SINAMOS) has been

established to assist in the organisation and control of enterprises affected.'Foreign-owned mines have been.nationalised.

Wo...-Kers' participation in the

ownership, operation and profits of industrial and commercial concerns is
being progressively increased.
3.

As part of-the new emphasi8 on democratio organisation and planning,

from the masses to the top, and in order to support the reform actions in
other sectors of the lite of the_country already mentioned, extensive.changes

zhe educational system, including both in-school and out-of-school education
and training, were introduced in 1972.

These, like some of the other reforms

are to be progressively implemented ; they are expected to be completed by 1978.
The education reform is embodied in a decreelaw (no. 19326) of March 1972,
ich specifies changes in the structure, content and administration of
education.

it is intended to

:

"provide for the training of the Peruvian

human being at all stages of his development and in all aspectF of his personality
...
to end the exclusive nature of education of which schools have
had (or behaved
as if they had) a monopoly ... and to ensure a constant inter-relation

between school and community with fully participation of all citiiens"(1).

Lnthe words of the Head of State, General Velasco Alvarado

:

"Wthout an

effective, profound and permanent transformation of Peruvian
ed cation, it is
impossible to guarantee the success and the continuation of th other
structural
reforms of the revolution,

hence, the educational reform, the most complete

hitherto, the most in-portant of all, constitutes the essenti4 prerequisite

for peruvian development and the central objective of our revolution".
4.

The visit to Peru for four weeks in January and Fe ruary 1973, thus

took place at a time when far-reaching economic, social and educational
reforms had taken place and the country was engaged in

I process

of consoli-

/

dation, namely of achieving the practical steps whereb the vision which
4i guided the changes might be transformed into successful reality.

This

is basically a matter of modifying the practices, attitudes
and ways of life

of traditional Peru, and of incorporating the new diSpositions into the
day-to-day life of the country.
;

As in other countrrs, the consolidation of

rev-.1rm is proving a challenging and complex task and this is particularly

relevant to education.

(1)

A. Salazar Bondy.

It forms the background to the. present study.

"On educational reform in Peru".
Prospects
Quarterly
Review of Education, Volume II, No. 4, 1972. Unesco.
:

Kinc; cooperation of tne national authorities, we visited Ldma
drK-1 the regions of Cuzco arid Trujillo in early 1973, in order to collect

materials for this study.

tt that time the administrative regulations

concerning tne "nucleos educativos comunaies", the new basic educational
1.1nits for strengthening the participation of the community in education,

were being prepared.

The Lew dispositions governing the staff.ng and organi-

;cation of educational administration were being worked out. -The work involved

in the process of the reform of education was only, zelatively, at its
beginning.

The approach adopted in this study is, therefore,.to consider

the ways in which the substantial changes being introduced in education,
and particularly primary education, will affect the organisation and effectiveness
of the work of the inspectorate and, in particular, to identify the
problems

which are likely to arise, and need to be resolved, as a result of the
confronteition between traditional and new approaches and attitudes.

b.

if it may be accepted that the inspectorate, as it is generally
known,

in practice carries out administrative, assessment, advisory and
communication
tasks,

hypothesis underlying this study is that the first two, which involve

largely routine and, in a sense,controlling "police" activities, may in fact
be the main functions, and that the inspectorate may not yet be staffed,
or.ganised or controlled adequately to perform the last two.

In essentials,

the only justification for the-existence of the inspectorate would seem to be
that, through its activities, the teachers and headmasters should be helped

to provide improved learning conditions for the children.

This-is not only

a questiOfi of what the inspectors do, but also of whether the specific

conditions of education are such that what, they do can be expected to produce
positive results.

This paper, therefore, contains three main sections

an examination of the situatidh of education and the changes in organisation and
content which are envisaged, the situation and the functions of the inspectorate
in the light of the above, and finally some conclusions.

7
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9.

Those responsible for the administratiori of education have to take

account of the fact that Peru is a large country, more than twice th( size of
Erance, with three distinct regions, the dry coastal area, the sierra and
the selva, each of which has its specific problems of communications, population
distribution and economic development.

The coastal area, with some fifty

valleys watered by rivers rising in the Andes, contains about a third of the
population, including Lima, the capital, and several other important cities
communications are easy.

The sierra, with two Fighty cordilleras running

through the country, is characterised by high plateaux, deep valleys and
travel is difficult and dangerous.
the population.

It is the homeland of more than half of

The selva is an extensive sparsely-populated area, lying

:ast of the Andes and forming part of the headwaters of the Amazon.

Travel

from the cities of the plain to the s:L.erra and the selva is normally by

plane, since the road system does'not yet Permit safe and relatively rapid
communication.

It should be added that,Peru lies, in the main, within an

earthquake arva.

There is still much evidence in the plain and sierra

areas, for examde, of the effects on school buildings of the terrible
earthquake which tOok place in May

10.

1970:

Total population, some 14 million in 1973, is increasing at'a rate of

.3.1 per cent ayear, whi::41, if maintained, means that it will double every
22 years.

It is estimated that nearly a half of the total population is

made up of people under 15, arid that more than a fifth are enrolled in School.

There is substantial internal migration away from the sierra to the cities
of the coastal strip, each of which is surrounded by its area inhabited by
"pueblos jovenes"

(new cities),

who require to be provided with education.

9

iice a substantial part of the mountain population is
Indian and does not
sped-K .:-.panish but L-uechua

or, to a leaser extent, Aymara dialects, the

educational authorities are faced with complexlinguistic
problems in
extenaihg educational. provision.

if the relationship of educadon to the
livelinood of the people is
considered, it may be said that Peru, a treasure
house.of minerals cf
virtuelly all kinds, and with great agricultural
potential, is seeking to

dve beyona its traditional role as an exporter of
raw materials and r.tstate
orops, develop a more a-ivanced economy, anC remedy imbalances
as between
regions.

This question is discussed in some depth in another
study undertaken

by

At the pmsent tiaa, although about half the
population is living in

towns, end services are fairly well, if unevenly developed,
Peruvian industry,
with the notable exception of a steel complex
at Chimbote, is mainly confined
to textiles, lis:ht engineering, food processing and the refining
of u7Inerei
products.

As regards agriculture, a distinction should be drawn
between

the nationalised large 2states, producing mainly
export crops (sugar, rice,
.cotton, tobacco), mostly on the coastal plain, and the
small subsistence farms
ir tne sierra, with potatoes, maize, wheat and barley
the principal crops,
where the .population finds it difficult to
make a living.

Only a fraction of

the'Cattle-raising potential of the sierra and the
possibilities for producing
timber and tropical crops of the selva are exploited.

the coastal region and the remainder o

This discmpancy between

the country has important implications

for the organisation of the new approaches to
education.

(1)

.

hay

:

Educational finance and educational reform:in Peru.

:<ecent developments in prmary education
The introduction of the educational reform of March 1972 came after a
riod o: exceptionally rapid expansion i% enrolments in all levels of education.
.L.ween

dfIC: l97, cay ennoThent in primary schools had risen from 1.6 to

rui (of wnich a.bout one-.;eventh in private schools), and eveninE
enrolaent from 0
S27,0CD

;

000 to 18j,000

;

in secondary schools, from 220,000 to

and in institutions of higher education, from 46,000 to 106,000.

file remaining educational gap, as concerns primary educat:.on, if the generous

otjectives of the reform are to be reached, can be said, in the first place,
to be the.part of the adult population, estimated by official sources to be a
thirJ to d nAif of the total, which is illiterate.

In addition, about one-

4uarter of the children aged from 6 to 11 years, the official primary age
group, are :rot enrolled in schools(1).
13.

Ion linguistic, as well as social and economic reasons, the incidence of

adult illiteracy and low participation in education are concentrated largely
in tne sierra reL,ion among zhe IrOlan subsistence farmers, in the poverty belts

(:uebios j5venes), peopled mainly by migrants from the sierra, around the
:ities of ieru and in other rural areas.

The achievement of the objectives

2pcluded in the n71-1975 plan to ensure complete enrolment of the Children
prlmary school age and eradication of illiteracy in the 15 to 39 age group,
ty 1:2;,:0, will depend to an important extent on what can be done in the rural
areas and among the pueblos .i6venes.

14.

in addition to measures planned to reduce the quantitative gap in

eoucational provision, the authorities are seeking to remedy certain other
quantitative and qualitative defects in primary education, as it exists at

preseM.

Repetition is substantial, and there are many children over age in

each of the six grades of primary.

(i)

ource

;

Drop-out, particularly in the rural areas

ii

Ministry of Laucation. Plan for the education sector, 1971-1975.

wtere single teacher or two teaeler schools are charactaricic,

means that inthe

countn/ as a wtole on11. 4 out of 10 children who enter grade 1 of
primary reach grade 6.

7be --,uthcrities a

matters.

cl.ced with serious financial obstacles to improving

Since as much as 9"' per cent of the total recurrent cost of orimary

education is devoted tc teachers' salaries, very little remains for spending

on items which contribute to adequate standards in .educatiOn.

While good

educational results have been obtained in some countries, despite very inadequate
school accommodation, it would seem to be true that where the home environment is

one.of deprivation and there are problems of teacher morale, it is helpful if
the
school is in a good state of repair, bright and well Painted
.

This is-not always

the case in Peru, where the problem is not mly financial but also one of'
'community mobilisation to improve matters.

.It-was estimated that a quartzr of

all Primary schools and three-quarters of rural 'Primary schools are in a stdie.
of renair and maintenance which is below what the authorities consider
to be normal.
In addition there is a shortage,affecting the maioritv of
schools, of books,

teaching materials and visual aids.

16.

The constraint on development, which teachers' salaries rerresent, is

shown also by the fact that while more than 13,000 qualified teachers were unemployed

at the time of our visit, scue24,000 of the 64,000 teachers employed (38 per cent)
were without a profession,:
42

:

qualification.

Moreover the pupil/teaciler ratio

of

1, which results from dividing the total number of pupils in day and evening

nrimarv schools by the total number of teachers, is misleading and the ratio
in fact is,less favourable since.some of the teachers, working in
more than one
institution, or more than one shift
than once.

one institution, have been counted more

The less qualified teachers are relatively more nuMerous in the

rural tari in the urban

r ls.

12

17.

Peru's aualified primary teachers have received 15 crn 16 years'

educatiOn: a four-year polyvalent course at a teacher training college or, for a

minority, a five-year course at university following six-years nrimarv
and five Years secondary education.
small;

The -,,acher training institutions are

enrolment in 1972

her traininr colleges aver-

80 students and in the 11

a 250 students per instit

In the new reformed arrangements, it is proposed to reduce the total period
of study 'or nualified primary school teachers to 13 years, that is

nine years basic educaHon followed by a four-Year course.

1R.

As

rPsult of salar7 developments over the years, there are few

incentive arrangements in the Payments structure, the only excention being

a payment for serving in rural areas. 'Teachers in primary and lower
secondary schools, primary he&tmasters and-provincial inspectors receive
the same basic salary.

An increase of fiVe per cent occurs even- five years

of.service irrespective Of performance.

There are no salary arrangements

in connection with probatior of new,teaching staff.

Family allowances .are paid.

c,iven the prevailing financial stringency, it seems difficult for the authorities

to do more than meet the most pressing claims of the teachers' unions for an
increase in hpsic pay.

They wauld wish, however(1), and it would seem

c-ssential, to create a new structure of pav incentives and fringe benefits

in order to win the full sunnort of the teachers for the measbres of re-training
and rationalisation of the use of teachers' time reauired by ths reform.

The reform of education
lq.

'he educational reform of March lqi7 outlineschanges in the scope,

structure, content and orRanisation of education, which are to be rut into
effPct in the Period from 1977.to 197S.
(1)

They include both in-school and

Ministry of Education, Commission for Educational Reform, "Reform of
Peruvian education", qeneral Report. Lima, 1970 (in Spanish).

13

out-of-school education.

They will involve, in planning terms, the meshing

of quantitative expansion, structural chanpe, reform-of. curricula and the
.introduction of thE "nucleos escolares", the
new units of educational

administration:

20.

The reform, as shown in

..-rt

tel, emphasis on, and

1

substantially increased enrolmeri,.

'ldren under three years of

age and kindergartens for those aged four and
counteract the effects of deprived environment.

yeart.

This is intended to

The former structure of

11 years ( six primaiy and five secondary), schooling is to be
replaced
by nine years of basic regular edlcation;

by 1980 it is intended, as a

result of increased enrolment, to ensure six years of universal
compulsory primary
education, that is cycles 1 and 2 of the new 3 cycle "basic"
educatiOn for all
children of school age.

As far as higher education is concerned, it is intended to

divide it into three cycles. First, the higher schools of professional-education

which will provide courses of 3 or 4 yearW duration leading tO
a professional
"bachillerato".

Thetrwill replace the existing division of what is knom in

other countries as the upper cycle of.secondary education into
general and
professional studies by a single cycle of professional education.
of higher education is-that

The second cycle

leading to-a first ora specialised master's degree.

The third cycle leads to the doctorate.

It may be noted that institutions of

higher education are to be organised into nuclei 'which will
ensure closer
contact with the population and with work according to theesame principles
followed in resnect of basic and initial education.

21.

The reform is designed greatly to increase the scale and improve
the

relevance of nart-time education through the development of
a Parallel
system, providing for "laboral" education, namely evening study which adapts the
1.1

chart 1

:

Educational System,

Uomparison between tne o1a educational system
and the neW system established by the Educational Las,

NEW (Law 19326)

OLD

Doctorate

University INAE
Doctorate

Masters Degree

WsZ.'

\

:University

"

.....

V-

0

N

(I):

Bachelors Degree

8.

yrs)

a

(Various durations

rt
0

Operattona
Professi-

u)Z,

i

'

H.
1,1

:

\,,

.;;\

General

_

ons

Studies

ESEP

Sth Secondary

4th Secondary

Ib years
(approximately)

("Bachillerato")

3rd :Secondary

9th Grade

2nd Secondary

-8-th Grade

1st Secondary

7th Grade,

5th Primary

6th Grade

4th Primary'

5th Grade

(r)

..._

Age: 6 years

3rd Primary

4th Grade

2nd PriMarY

3rd Grade

1st Primary

2nd Grade

Transition

ist Grade

6

ears .(preterabil,)

Its years

Cre'che and

Kindergarten

nursery school

(Preferably)
H.

8

years
It should be.noted that the graphic comr
pdrisons refer bdsically bo the number of
yedrs of study and the corresponding ages ct
Creche
the students in the old system as well as th
probable_ durations and ages in the' new syste
15
VD years
It-is impossible, due to the profoAnd diffe
ence,between the,two systems, to unpare the content or the quality of education.
Source : Miastry Of Education, Li7,a, National Development Plan for 1971-75, Vol. VIII.
.

reformed basic programme to adult participants, as well as "educational

extension" courses, for Professional Qualification of workers in factories
ann on farina.

The first cycle of higher (professional) extucation 1,114ll be

made wailable, to a Freater extent than hitherto, to adult participants.
Finally, the reform lays dowr improved arrangements for the education of
the handicapped.

22.

:1-ent of has:

ucation ic intended to

"form in the Peruvian child a critical consciousness of national and world
reality as a sunnort for his conscious and creative personal action in life

encourage attitudes of human solidarity and collective work".

To this end,

the curriculum is being progressively changed so as to provide a more
realistic preparation for life and a closer relationship with national
culture.

The methods of teaching are also being changed in order to

encourage learning by doing.

New and More flexible arrangements for the

evaluation of pupil performance and for nupil

promotion other than

examinations are being introduced, it being intended to reduce repetition
th.,rough improved supervision of individual progress:

promotion will, in

general,, be automatic, but brilliant children may be promoted from one

grade to the next before the end of the year, while children with difficulties
may delay their grade transfer for a few months(l).

A guide for pupil

evaluation in the first gradeiof basic regular education has been issued
by the Ministry of Education to all schools in which the reform is being
introduced.

(1)

Source.

"Reform of Peruvian Education', op.cit.

16

23.

Preparation of- the detailed programes and the relevant texts for the

nine years ut basic education is the responsibility of the Directorate General
for initial and Basic Regular Education in the National Ministry of Education,

in association with the 6ub-directorate for Publications and'Teaching Materials
ci the National institute for Research in and Development of Education (INIPE).

The dim is to produce new books and materials for each year of the course and
to ensure that :these are introduced into the schools.
task, both from the L-ta_n-

This is an'extremely complex

.nt of organising the prOcess of cu._ icioum revision

anu the producti n o_ _ -eriais. 'In 1972,

bocks and working

materials were made available,-although not always in sufficient quantity, in
trie 136 nuclearised 1:choo1s which, in early 1973, represented about one-seventh

ul tne total hunkber, for readinE writing and new mathematics for Grade I of

the.nine-year basic courSe.

24.

No books or guides were available, in the schools visited, for natural

science,, civics, music, sport and nUtrition.

In 1973, no new books were

avdilable for the schools in 140 new nuclei.

Since, as will be discussed below-,

the ixogressiye incorporation of all the schools into the nuclearised system is
to be matched by the extension of the new prOgrammes to each of the relevant

nine grades inthe schools with-the attendant diversified needS.in the_higher
classes, theyrobienLof Phasing and logistics is.a considerable one.

At,

present, most of the nuclearised schools have applied the first two years of the
reformed izograirane according to the curriculut guide for the first two-year cyCle,
.

which has beeh distributed to the schools.

This contains lists of actions.and

learning objectives which teachers should promote in order that' pupils should

dchieve the.defined objectives in language, mathematics, natural sciences,

social sciences, psycho-hutor activities, religious instruction and certain types
ut practical work.

While teachers with whom we have discussed the nea

1

7

curriculum, seem to be in favour of the reform,

many find it difficult,

given the shortage of books, materials and their
own training background,
to approach their new obiectives in a creative
way.

The re-training of the teaching

force and those responsible for teacher training is
therefore an imnortant
condition for the success of the reform.

Since this is, in principle, a

task for which all available human resources including
the inspectorate
and other specialised personnel should be mobilised,
it is necessary to
look at teacher training more closely.
1

The teacher re-training programme
25,

There is no comprehensive plan for the reform in the
sense of

detailed and costed objectives for building,
resources and teachers for

the period 1972 to 1978, in respect of the three cycles of
basic regular
education, labour education and technical training.

The main initial

'1

objective at the time of our visit seemed to be to establish
the nucleus
system solidly and, as far as Possible, to consolidate
the reformed

rrogramMes in the first two ye0rs of the first cycle
of basic regular

and basic "laboral" education.

26.

The precise number of nuclei to be established before 1978
had

not been determined, but it wa:-; expected to be of the order of
950.

Of

these, 138 had been formed in 1972,' 140 in 1973,
and 200 were being
planned for 1974, at the end of which year ahout
a half'of all Feru's schools
will be nuclearised, including those to be built
during this neriod.

The

re-training task is therefore to ensure that the progressive
inclusion Of teachers
in the nuclearised schools is matched by training
to enable them to cape with

the new curriculum and methods introduced into the
nuclearised schools.

--Whereas the old system was seen to concentrate on knowledge
rather than
attitudes, the new system to-whichthe teacher
must be converted is,designed

18

to form a ne,

for a new society and the child must be oriented and prepared,

for it throug
27.

Re-training i s the responsibility of the 6ub-directorate for Training of

iNiDi, which was established in 197

to work on problems of the implementatiOn

of tne -reform and its evaluation as well as the training of teaching and adminis-

trative persOnnel.'.An Lite of 420 "trainers", together with specialists, provides

vacation courses normally of two weeks' duration for te,-",ers in nuclearised schools,
in eacd1 of

es, c(

tilated on the aims of

the .clnaxles in the CUrricuillM.

'L

An analysis of the 1973 programme showed that

priority Was bcidlIZ given by INIDE to the consolidation of the training of teachers
froill the schools nuclearised in 1972, and to teachers responsible for out-of-school

education classes.

Thus, 6,575 teachers,, of which 90 per cent are fram nuclearised'

r-Asic-regular primary schzols, who had followed a two-week r.:.oUrse in 1972 at the

zonal level, received a further two weeks' training,in 1973.

On the other hand,

uecause of tne expense of hOlC ng zonal courses and the shortage of money and

training personnel, no trainim was provided in 1973-for the teachers of the 140r
.newly-nuclearised schools.
1

28.

in 1973, training was provided for the 2,587 teachers in evening.schools-

(u.isica laboral), 820 in kindergartens, and'.450 animators of education in factories
and farfrs

;

these categories haVing received 'initial training of ul to.one month

in 1972; and for teachers of part-time professional education.

A course on She

aims of the reform was also given tO soMe of the administrators at the regional,
zonal and nucleus levels.

4 start was made in 1973 on the retraining of the'

'staff of teacher training colleges.

.

In addition, arrangements'werednitiated

for the qualification, through correspondence courses, of 8,000 out of the
'approximately 24,000 unqualified_teachers in the country.

It may be noted that t

Directorate responsible for teacher training,in the Ministry of Lducation was'not

involved in this exercise Which was undertaken by INIDE.
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29.

With the increase in the number of schools nuclearised,
the expansion

of education, and the growing needs for retraining resultant
unon the adoption,
grade by grade, of the new curriculum, the backlog of retraining
is likely to
-grow.

Tt is therefore noteworthy that the 1,:

full-time teachers in

institutions of teacher training and the specialist
headnuarters,
the

7(-

,17

-- of teacher retraining.

1

r

-nr1

17,rovinces have not yet been mobilised for

It would seem that this disassociation of the

educational system in the main from the retraining

task is attributable to

the view, held by those responsible for the reform, that
only a new force,
imbued with an understanding-of what the new type of learning
should be and

how it should be integrated with the aspirations of the
mass of the people,
was capable of the retraining task.

There is thus a problem, which will be

discussed below of integrating the new, training force within
the administration
of education.

30.

INIDE replaced the Higher Centre for Teacher Ihvrovement in
1971,

as the body responsible for teacher retraining.
and train the

Its first task was to recruit

lite body of trainers, who, today, receive total remuneration

approximately double that of a classroom teacher, primary school
director
or provincial inspector.

INIDE recruited its staff from serving qualified

Primary teachers who applied for accePtance.

These persons followed initially

a three-month course in Lima from NOvember 1979 to January 1971, designed
to promote consciousness of the needs and content of the reform and of the

changes in the various elements of the curricula which were to be
introduced.
From May to December 1971, the,, followed a six-month course in
the theory and

practice of the reform of which a half consisted of course work at INIDE
headauarters
in Lima and half of professional work in teacher training colleges leading
to
individual reports on the problems of applying the reform.
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The trainers were

then sent in rrouns to the 11 zones where, in accordance with the directions
of T`j'IDF. in Lima (rather than the zonal education authorities), they provided

training for the teachers of nuclear4--d crhools in
t112 P2',11DS of trainers

each zone were directly responsible to iMIDE in Lima.

Rut in early 197?,

as nart of the new training effort, it was decided that they should become
nart of the zonal administrative structure under the responsibility of the
zonal director.

This sten facilitated coordination for training Purposes

between the "trainers" and the staff of the specialised technical pedagogical
grouns'in zonal headnuarters who, after TMTDF training, were also involved in
the training task.

31.

Tt may be mentioned that, in addition to the training of trainers, 'MTN'

has proyied courses for the direntors of nuclei , the prOfessional supPort
staff of nUclei

and also for some of the specialist educational staff of the

recTional and zonal administrations.

32.

authorities have thus been conscious of the fact that to achieve

thP reforr- it ;, neressarv to give prior attention to the creation of
new tear-her attitudes and practices and closer contacts between the school
..nd the corrunity.

The TNTDE 4:rainers can he-regarded as an innovating and

proselytising force in this regard.

Rut to ensure that the dav-to-dliv

wor1,--of the schools is changed in Practice,in accordance with the reformithe

authorities have introduced malor changes in the administration of education.
71-rpse.inolude the nuclearisation
sy,ztem of administration.

of all schools and.the refOrm of the:national

Tn the next section of the paper, we will discuss

these changes and the problems which exist in relation to the tasks of
mot-ilising the inspectorate for the task of implementing reform.
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THE COMMUNITY EDUCATION NUCLEI

33.

The essential noints about the reform, as it concerns the tasks of

the inspectorate, are that it creates throughout the school
system a new

,

professional grom, the supervisory staff of the CommunitY Education
Nuclei,
and that the role and tasks of the former national,
regional, zonal and
provincial supervisory organisations have been changed in
conseouence.
These two points will be discussed sueessivelv.

34.

The system of nuclearisation, which will embrace all levels of
the

educational system. is a development fit the Pioneer work
undertaken in
Peru since 1960, in the rural education nuclei.

Some 80 of these,

situated in the Sierra and Selva areas of the country will
be incorporated into
the new system of nuclei.
nucleuS.

They included same 10 to 12 schools in each

They were staffed by an educational director, and three specialists

in literacy, health and agriculture respectively.

Their aim was to encourage

rural educational, social and economic 8evelopment.

35.

The community education nuclei represent an attempt to achieve
a more

complete mobilisation of education as a social function, so that the
community is responsible for it and everyone in the community
can benefit
from it.

To this end, the nuclei represent social micro planning units

which, in their aggregate, constitute at the zonal, regional
and national
levels the plans of the education

sector as part of national

economic and social development.
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36.

r

comItrunitv educatinn nucleus groups all public and Lrivate kindr-r-artem

prirrary sc:noo1s and secondary colleges and is also responsible for undertaking

all tbe different tyres of out-of-school education reouired in the area.
TAlhen the full nine years basic rerular course and the ESFP .(schools of

professional education, first .rycle of hirher) have been established, the

latter will be the responsibility cc tne zone, which at Present supervises
the second cycle of secondary education.

Teacher training colleges are at present

supervi.sed by the region but will be supervised by the zone when the reform is

numbr o iniciti
jf

1.11:2

..,A.)ulation.

inclu,led in each nuclur varie53 accorei_ng 70

In urban areas, as many as 40 schools of different

types r:ety Ze included, whereas in sparsely-populated rural areas, there .JEy be less

37.

The base for the activities of the community is normally a large

secondary school (Fran AniAe ,. c,rnla,/),where the school director and his

acc have made room for the nuclPus director and his staff, lent them
furniture and share their telephones with them.

Since the nucleus director's

7,ecretary and administrative sumort unit usually consists, altogether, of

,

n_t more than two persons. the base frementiv lends typewriters, calculating
rPcbines and personnel also.

Tn the Plans prepared bv various nuclei there

erPnce to the building in each nucleus pf a centre which would groun
al! the in-school and out-of-school educational and cultural activities
of the community.

This would seem a rational solution;

.it is dependant

on finance beinr found.

38.

"rb,

director of the nucleus is selected from a list of applicants

by *he 7ona1 education chief for a non-renewable period of three years.

9e

is renuired to be of Peruvian nationalitv,and a fully nualified teacher,

with more than five years' service, who is engaged in teaching in the zone.
PP is expected to be fully conversant with the reform.
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If rossible, he

should.haye

011owr-d one of the retraining

courses described above, but in any.case

he nust show that he, is fully identified
with the process of change involved
in the reform.
Pe should have had some experience of community
work. The

director is the technical and, administrative
chief of all state kindergartens
and basic regular schools in hiS
area and is responsible for the general
supervision of all formal and out-of-school
state and nrivate institutions
and,activities.

In this capacity he is required to
prepare and implement rlans,

promote particular studies, ensure the development of
the teaching force, liaise
with teacher training colleges and ESEPS and
4O11ow all policies as laid down
by the zonal office and bv his advisory
body.

This is a full-time post, but:

exceptionally the director of the nucleus
may also direct the institution
which 'serves as a base, that is normally
a college of secondary education.

39.

The str=ture of the nucleus is shown
in Chart 2.

The Community Education

Council advises the Director on all
matters concerning education in the
community and institutionalises the
participation of the community in
education.

It is made UP of not more than 2n
members, or less than 10,

elected bv scret ballot by the three
group orranisations involved, of which
40 per cent represent the -teaching nrofession.
.3(1 percent parents of pupils,
and 32 per cent other local sectors of cultural,
social and professional

community life, with the exclusion of political
parties.

As an example, in

the 1972 Surouillo CEN (4th zone of Lima Metropolitana
Region), the teaching
profession is represented by three nersons
from private secondary
schools and
from a private kindergarten,one each from
a state primary and a state kindergarten, and two from state colleges of secondary
education. The parents'

representation-consists of thrfe_ parents from private secondary
colleges, one
from a state secondary college, one from
a Primary school, and one from a state
kindergarten.

The "community of authorities and institutions" is
represented

Chart 2

:

Structure of a Community Education Nucleus (Lima Metropolitana)

IZonal Chief

Sub-zonal Coordinator:/

Community

Administrative
ISunport Unit

Director of CEN

Educational.

Council

DEducational
evelopment
Team

L

Base secondary school of CEN

Institutions

hlaiMUU

311,114riaql,
Esa Litgl

State kindergarteh
State primary school

El

=

State college (seondarv)
,

Pi
Efill

=

Private primary school

=

Private emllege (secondary)
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by the Mayor of Surruillo, a member of the Lions Club of Surouillo,
a member

of the Chamber of Commtrce and Industry, a representative
of the. Peruvian Telephore
Company, one from the Rct:_ry Club of Surauillo, and
one from the ,22nd Avenue
Police Commissariat.-

'inOther example froM a Callao (Lima) nncleus (02/01)

reinforces the impres:ion that in urban areas primarv-teachers
and ndrents
of rrimary pupils are relatively under-represented
on the Community Educational

Council and that the commosition of the "community of authorities
and institutions" is designed to ?.nsure participation of finance
providers rather than
to mobilise the mass o.

40.

t1,-..population for education.

This situation, which may not be valid for rural areas, is of some

immoortance, in relation to one of the tasks of the Council,
to form committees

for educational action.

These committeesf Which may be temporary or

Permanent, are made up of volunteers, members of the teachers
or narents
communities
sectors.

represented on the Council, and persons tram other

They can be extected to Work with the director of the
nucleus

and with the eduCational development team of the nucleus, which,
as we shall
see, is to fulfill the essentinl functions of the inspectorate
at the nucleus
level.

Work of the educational deveronment team
41.

Each nucleus includes an educational.development team, with a staff

of three.or four specialists, namely one each in initial (kindergarten)

basic regular education, basic Iaboral, educational extension and.
frequently)
orientation and welfare of the pupil respectvelv.

These specialists are

not polyvalent and, at the present time, the work load'for
the specialist
in initial and basic regular ed,2cation is much ereater
than that for his or
her colleagues.

-23-

42.

The work prolects amroved by the nucleus director for
the four

snecialists for 1973 in the Surnuillo (Line Metropolitana) nucleus(03) were as follam
(a)

Initial and basic regular
Through,meetings with teachers and class supervision of grade 1
teachers, ensure that the "global method" of readina, using the
text "amigo" (friend) is mastered.

Teach the new techniques for

the application of "targets for work" in using the new mathematics
text.

books.

Diffuse the techniques for the use of the new writing exercise
Ensure that the new arrangements for punil evaluation and

.the planning of the curriculum are applied in initial and arades
1 and 2 of basic.

Diffuse the nroceedings to be followed in the

adapted programmes (i.e. certain,nuclearised and non-nuclearised

schools) in grades 2, 3 and 4.

Provide teaching in new'rethods

of modern mathematics teaching for teachers of grades 4 and

5.

Pelp teachers understand group dynamics-in the organisation of
class work.

(b)

Pasicil1abora1 4

Evaluate the Pupils of the first cycle in order to classify
them.

WOrk:out with the teachers the detailed curriculum

for the second cycle.

Form workshops in order to develop the

'"areas of work trainine'in the second cycle.

Help draw up

adapted Programmes for the fourth and fifth years.
teachers of PL in

Train the

language and mathematics teaching.
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(c)

Extension education
Carry out the survey of "the economic
and social reality" of the
nucleus, with the (Nollaboration of
teachers and pupils of the
4th and 5th vears of secondary
education.
lihraries in the Community.
the nucleus.
education.

Help form popular

Organise literacy classes within

Undertake courses for teachers of
extension

Organise a seminar for the diffusion
of the reform

for teachers and parents.
competitions.

Organise inter-school sports

Organise cultural clubs in the nucleus.

.the establishment of an artesanal
centre.
work of the laboral and

Direct

An example of the

extension specialists was the

organisation during the 1977 lonF vacation
of well attended

adult courses in the MOche (Trulillo)
nucleus in cooking,
Painting, theatre, dress-making,

(d)

carpentry and electrical work.

'°uPil orientation and welfare

Hold meetings with teachers on guidance
and pupil welfare.

Ensure that they are familiar wit-1 the
principles of physicomental deyelopment'and

maturation of the child in grade- 1.

Carry out the "guidance for health"
programme.

Undertake with

teachers and parents the programme
of sexual education for the
Pupil.

Pealise programmes of family guidance
as concerns

interpersonal relationships.

Ensure, with the authorities that

an Infants' creche is established in the
nucleus.

Direct the

establishment of a specialised institute
for exceptional children.
jraw LID 4 complete data history
on individual pupils': It may
be noted that, in
rural areas, for example the Viru
(Fruilllo)
nucleus, an important duty of the specialist
is to ensure that
.
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all children who are under-nourished, about a half of the total

number of pupils, receive additional milk, bread and soya,
supplied by the authorities.

43.

The work of the specialist personnel in the nuclei visited, in the

Lima, Trujillo and Cuzoo regions, seems in 1972 to have had one major and
positive result in that a constant dialogue had been established between the parentE

specialists and many of the teachers in the towns.

In the rural nuclei, the

lack of funds to pay for travel expenses would seem t) have restricted the

mobility of the specialists, and schools in outlying areas do nct al;pear
to be visited.

The specialicts are qualified teachers and specialists (e.g. in

guidance), who applied to the zonal authorities for their posts and who were
chosen to follow (if places were available) a two-month training course

organised by 1NIDE prior to undertaking their duties.

At the tine of our visit,

there was no specific budget allocation in respect of the staff Of the-nuclei,
and the specialists, as well as other members of the nucleus staff, were On
transfer from schools or from eduoational administration.
basic regular all seemed keen and enthusiastic.

The specialists for

They make regular class visits

and organise round tables, discuSsions and training courses with teachers and
headmasters, reporting to the nucleus director on progress and problems related
to the implementation of the reform in individual schools.

But, it may be noted

:that neither school directors nor'specialists make regular reports on the,work
of the tea.

visiting.

...re:

The specialists sit in the base college when they are hot

Their working conditions are frequently difficult owing to lack of

space, inadequate furniture and secretarial assistance.
permit, they nope they will have working libraries.
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When resources

44.

Peports by specialists and conversations indicate
that their advice

is, n the main, welcomed by teachers of basic
regular education.

Their

main problems seem to be the state of repair
of the schools, shortage of
furniture,books and teaching materials, lack of initiative
by the teachers due
to inadecuate training, in coping with the
new curriculum, and difficulties
in obtaining help from the grouts of "trainers"
stationed in the zone.

The

teachers of basic laboral (evening) classes would
seem to be faced with

greater problems than the day teachers.

Thus, for.examnle in nucleus-o2

(Callao, Lima), where teaching materials and
workshop facilities were lacking
and classroccasbad1V lit, the specialists' evaluation
report (1972) stated that there

was "little participation of the teachers in solving
(unspecified) difficulties,
a situation which results in the drorrout of nupils".
fact that- manv evening-class

This may be due to the

teachers undertake this work in addition to

their regular day-time teaching.

45.

The specialists are recuired to particinate in innovating
activities

designed to imnrove learning and develop the cultural
mobilisation of the

comunity.

Thus, in the Viru (7ruli1lo) rural nucleus in 1972,
an art

festival and fesTival of gymnastics, judo and karate
were organiSed with
the participati7n of t!iv:ht schc/o]s.

The out-of-school study groups Provided

an exhibition of arte..3ena3 work and gardening. Inter-school
competitions

were arranged in mathematics, language, painting and modelling.-

Seventeen

civic meetings on subiects ranginfi from sexual:education
to the running of
farM cooperatives were held,at the nucleus base
as well as the organisation
of choral activities, dancing, acting and ballet,
with the help of the Truiillo

theatre, which is located in the regional capital,
same 40 kilometres from Viru.
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46.

TXxring the first Year of existence of the nucleus, the specialists

also particinated in a number of the activities connected with its consolidation.

These included the preparation of a complete geographical, economic and
sociological survey of the population in tlie nucleus, a detailed registry and

analysis of institutions, resources and recuirements for improved efficiency
in school and out-of-school education, a school man, as well as many organisational
proposals concerning the introduction of the reform and participation of the
community in education.

As a basis for unlertaking the latter, the

specialists, together with the Director and the working -groups of the

community nucleus council,drew un a series of detailed operational plans
for each of the activities involved in the consolidation of the nucleus. This was
original work compared with what happened before.
47.

An analysis of these plans, and of the work of the sPecialists

proposed in them, shows that, since state and regional funds are limited, much
depends on whether community energies can be mobilised to make good some
of the main material defects which exists Ln the schools.

The spirit of

the reform is that in order to counteract the atmosrhere of individual defeat
which arises from poverty and non-participation in the life of the community,
schools should be solidly built, well repaired, painted, furnished and
bright with nosters, maps and flowers.

It is also vital that the teachers,

in order to benefit fully from the help nrovided by the specialists,
should not be hampered by shortages of the relevant books, manuals and
working materials.

The basit regular schools, which we visited, were in

reneral grim places, in poor repair,,in need of paint, lacking in visual
aids and colour and short of furniture, books and learning materials.
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48.

The authorities are seeking to create the
conditions whereby the

rommunities regard the sthools as "their thing".

A start has been made and
there a:* examples, though as 'rat relatively
few, of parents groups Which
have built or repaired and nainted sdhools,
provided furniture, books and
materials. paid for caretakers in l;:irger schools.
a rather general feeling

Out there would seem to be

among the population in the areas visited that education is

a matter which is looked after by the "authorities", and
that they themselves are not
responsible. Thus, for example,
in'Otuzco, a typical Andean town, 2,500
metres above the sea and 75 kilometres from
Trulillo, the population under
the leadership of a dynamic young priest
Father Jesus Calderon Urbin, had recently
built a dhurch meeting and education centre
which was in an exemplary state,
and also provided a very substantial
money contribution and voluntary labour
for the building of a cathedral Using the
marble quarried locally. The
schools on the other hand suffered from
the defects described above and
despite .the evident devotion of many of
the teachers met, the educational

_institutions of the town could clearly benefit
if the same spirit of

enthusiastic sumort shown by the
population to the Church should be brought
to bear on the schools.
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Mobilisation of th? community

terms of individuals in factories,

farms and

seholds doing voluntary work might also result in
economies
in the use of personnel for the support
teams.
TA the Viru (Truiillo)
rural nucleus for example, the specialist for basic
regular schools was

responsPle for 26 schools and 86 teachers and, given
the dispersal of
schools over the countryside and lack of transport,
found it difficult to
visit them all regularly. But the specialist
resnonsib).e for basic'
laboral (evening) education was responsible for only eight
teachers and three
courses.
Similarly'the specialist in charge of adult extension
work had a
relatively lighter load.

The person responsible for pupil welfare and
guidance
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the other hand, seemed to have much work to do awing to the serious problems
ox nealth, rood and employment in the area.

it would seem that two specialists

with voluntary helpers might, in this case, be able to undertake the specialised
support duties involved in this nucleus.

U.

ihe specialists in basic regular education would seem to spend about

two-thirds of their time in visiting schools and classrooms, organising discussion
in the nucleus base on Friday afternoons and work with teachers and parents on
'aturday mornings, and assisting in the provision of courses during vacations.
Not all specialists can do the latter, however, since they have not attended
training couzses organised by INIDE, and the authorities are planning that they
should do so.

Arrangements are-also being,made for sper2.alist further study by,

correspondence with INIDL.

As yet, the faculties of education of the universities

are not involved in this effort.

Of the specialists met in the nuclei of the

Cuzco (sierra) region, only a minority were fully familiar with the Indian
language.

The training of the specialists and teachers, as well as production

of teaching materials in the Quechua or Aymaia languages, constitutetone of the
priorities for the reform.

This part of the task of implementation is at a

rather early stage.

51.

The specialists in basic regular education are involved in administrative

activities which would seem to take up about one-third of their time. 'In view
of the

fact that the Directo'r's administrative supportteam is frequently

-understaffed, there are cases where-this proOdrtion may be exceeded.
normally four types of administrative duties are involved.

But

These include

correspondence with schools, transmission of documents, such as study certificates,
directives from the zones to the sChools, discussion of work on administrative
and statistical matters concerning teachers and:pupils and investigation'of
complaints.

These may be complaints by parents about pupil,progress or

about teachers or headmasters, or complaints by teachers or headmasters.
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There are usually more than a hundred complaints of
one kind or another which
require investigation each year in erbannucleus
areas.

52.

71-,J staffing implications of neclearisation
are considerable for the

system as a whole, and at the time cf
our visit, it was not clear whether
the staffing pattern embodied in the
1972 nuclearisation programme would
be followed in the other years involved
or whether economies would have
to be made. 'There was no budgetary allocation
for nucleus staff in 1972, and
their-salaries had been financed from
other approved education expenditures.
If it is Assumed that there will
eventually be .ome 900 nuclei, eaCh with a
director, an administrator, 4
secretary and an assistant, together with an
educational development team of four specialists,
this gives a total of
.7,200 staff required for the nuclei.

It has been suggested Above that

economies in staff use might be athieved
through increased sharing of
specialist personnel,

at the time of our visit

subject to transiJort availabilitiesdowhich

were virtually non-existent, between two or more

nuclei.

3.

A,more basic issue concerns the relationship between
the nucleus as

an instrument of decentralised

supervision of education and the existing

structure of supervision from the National
Ministry of Education in Lima,
down through the region and zone to
the province and district.

If the

director,of thelnucleds is to be responsible
for the "planning, organisation,
direction, control and evaluation of the
educational programmes and institutions
in the nucleus" (Supreme Decree No.
005-73-ED of 1973), with an administrative
and professional staff to help him, how do his
functions fit in with the new
tasks of the existing, and large, bOdy of
supervisory and administrative
personnel at the different levels ?
part of this chapter.
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This will be the subject of the second
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THE SITUATION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE ENSPECTORATE

54.

To understand the tasks of the inspectorate as a whole in relation

to nuclearisation, it is proposed to
(a)

:

look at the national structure of educational administration
as it has existed since the administrative reform of March 1971
(Decree 18799), and see how inspection fits in with the other

tasks involved
(b)

;

consider the detailed functioning of inspection at the
provincial, zonal, regional and national levels.

Inspection within the administrative structure

55.

The integrated system which follows the reform is intended "to make

the inspectorate function (see Chart 3), complementary to the political

decision-making function insofar as it guarantees the correct execution
of norms, and ap integral part of_ reform action insofar as it guides in a

permanent fashion, and free of the vice of fault-finding (fiscalizaci6n)
the conduct of the

educational process"(1).

To this end, it

will be seen that the Inspector General for Education reports directly to,
the Minister of Education and that the inSpectorate is represented at
each of the levels of educational administration.

Peru's educational administration can best be understood if it is

remembered that, at the national level, the High Direction is advised and
served by certain professional, and normrcreating, and support bodies, and

that the High Direction and all.the otherbodies are alsorepresented at the
regional, zonal and nucleus levels.

It is important to note that the

regional, zonal and nucleus authorities are, in principle, autonomous and
(1)

Source : Ministry Of Education, Carrissi>X1 for Educational Reform.
_adananai Rgaeirit_
Lima_ 1Q7n_
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Chart 3
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that neither the "norm-creating" directorates nor the support directorates

at the national level exercise direct authority over them, all authority
being canalised througn the HiFdh Direction.

Subject to this, the nine

regions and 33 zones are required, by the High Direction, to adapt specified natio:Jai

education noms to their specific requirements.

-57.

The High Direction of Education is constituted by the Minister and

the Director General Of the Ministry, the Tnspector General reporting directly
to the Minister.

The Hign Direction is advised on educational policy by the

High Council on Education, which participates as the representative of the
M_nister in fne deliberations of the Committee of Educational Planning and
the Committee of Technico/Pedagogical Coorkiination is an interministerial

.committee, presided by the Minister, on which the Directors General of the
norm creating bodies of the Ministry serve.

The (Education) Sectorial

Office of Planning services the Committee of Planning.

Advice and the Office of

The Office of Legal

Organisation and Methods advise the High

Direction in their respective fields of competence.

58.

"The "norm-creating" hodies are supposed to guide, provide norms for,

and coordinate educational .1ctivities, in conformity with the policies of

the High Direction, as well as give technico/pedagogical guidance to thp
executing bodies"(1).

They include the following general directorates:

Initial and Basic Regular
Basic "Laboral"

Higher

ExtenSion
National Lnstitute of Educational Research and Development (INIDE)
National Lnstitute of Television.

(1)

Source..

Ministry of Education.
Lima, 1972.

Organic Law of the Education Sector(19602).
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3J.

The support bodies are technical offices which
are responsible for

undertaking defined activities in order to meet the
needs of the Ministry.
These do not include the inspectorate, which
reports directly to the Minister.
(a)

Direcgorate General for Administration :
responsible for the functioning and internal
control

of the systems of supply, accounting,
treasury, budget,
as well as educational buildings

and equipment and the

overall administration of the material and
financial
resources of the Ministry.
(b)

Directorate of Personnel

:

responsible for administration of personnel in the
Ministry.
(c)

Office of Communications and Information

:

responsible for providing norms for, assuring and controlling
the internal and external system of document
circulation and
archives in the Ministry.
(d)

Centre for Electronic Data Systems

:

responsible for advising and supporting the bodies
of the
Ministry in the operations, methodS and procedures
relating to

data systems which can improve the efficiency of
management.

60.

The executive bodies in the national education
system are the Regional

and Zonal Directorates of Education and the
Communal Educational Nuclei.
They are expected, at their respective levels,
to carry out activities of
"advice, inspection,

technico-pedagogical coordination and support" to

the educational institutions of their area.

It will be seen from Charts 3

aild 4 that the regional and zonal headquarter
structures repeat the main
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functions mentioned in the description of the national I4,inistry of Education.

61.

At the tire of our visit the organisation of the national inspectorate

was being revised with the aim of making it, at all levels, an instrument
to verify and evaluate

all the technico/pedagogic and administrative

aspects in the educational sector and a permanent service of orientation and
technical guidance.

To this end, the inspe:orate at the regional and zona/

levels was to be enlarged, so as to include four sections, namely
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

:

the new office of regional inspection (investigation)
the office of supervision (as before the reform)

;

;

a new auditing (and organisation and methods) office

;

new office of administrative control which would take
ver certain of the functions of the office of regional
J]ministration.

As can be seen from Table i and Charts 4 and S, the full development of the
inspectorate function will involve further Changes in the organigramme and
in staffing patterns.

62.

It would seem that, in the regions and zones, the inspectorate office

is required to"keep watch over the interests of the state" and investigate
all relevant economic and administrative questions relating to education
in the area.

The auditing office will become an instrument of control of the

probity and efficiency of the institutions which receive public funds or administer
state property.

The precise tasks of the inspectorate in relation to adMinis-

tration had not been.defined at the time of our visit.

The office of supervision

has the responsibility of verifying the correct functioning of the
executory
bodies

so as to raise the efficiency of the educational system in the area

of the region or zone through effective control and advice.
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Chart 5

:

anigraime of zonal education headquarters No. 3,
Callato_, lama MetropolitamaY
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63.

in this connection, there are a certain
number of points at which the
Work of the regional supervisor, who is
essentially responsible for verifying
and ensuring that national policies
are being followed, coincides with that
of the technico/pedagogical
office. The office for school
and "laboral"
education', for example, is supposed
to "plan, organise, direct, coordinate,

control and evaluate the educational
processin initial, basic regular, laboral
and special education and
... cooperate with directors of
educational plants in
the correct interpretation
and application of plans and programmes in accordance
with the dispositions
applied by the High Direction" in Lima.
It iS not altogether
clear, in this Connection; why the functions
of the technico/pedagogical teams, (see
para.58) which, as T;ie have seen,
are of a norm-creating
character at the national
shouLl exist at the regional
level,since the norms created in the
national
Ministry in Lima might,- in principle,
be transmitted directly to the 33 zbnes and
adapted bY the pedagogical
teams working in the zones. Mbreover, there
are
at present quite large teams of
trainers" in each of the zones, who could
also be expected to assist in the adaptation
of national prograMmes to zonal
Circumstances. The duplication of
function at the three levels discussed
may..
perhaps be based on other than

technical considerations.

64.

it woUld appear that one of the airs of
the adminis-qative reform is
that, at the regional and zonal levels,
the sections of
rvision and
techhico/pedagOgical offices should work
closely together. There is a
certain nuance in the description of
their respective functions from which
it appears that the supervision sections
are responsible, on behalf of the
regional, zonal directors, for seeing that
the "executiOn bodies", that
is the regions; zones and nuclei,
are functioning correctly from a teghnico/
pedagogical point of view and they should provide
control and guidance
to that effect. hence, the national
sUpervisors inspect the work of the
regions and zones, the regional supervisors,
the zones and the nuclei,

4 ,t

,
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and the zOnal supervisors inspect that of the nuclei and the provinCes.
The tec

ico/pedagogical offices are required to provide assistance,'guidance

and.techhico/pedagogical coordination to the educational institutions located
in the regions and zones.

in this sense, the offices issue norms and guidance

tb the Schools and the supervision sections, but also the offices) see that
these nOrms and guidance are being followed up in practice.

65.

!To sum up

data on the staffing of the administration in Lima were

restricted and were not available.

At the regional level (see Table. 1), it

c,,5ujittie etimated that professional staff employed in administrative control,

asseSsment, advice and communication relating-to the process:of basic laboral
and extenSion education amounted to 261 persons, or a half of the total
professional eMployment, in the nine education regions

;

of these, 180 were

staff of the '.7fices of basic, laboral and extension education, 27 were

officers of regional inspection, 45 were staff 'of offices of supervision,
4nd nine were auditors.66..

In each of the 33 zones, the team of technico/pedagogical advisers

consists of six persons (one Chief, one initial, one "b5sicA regular" and e.
ilaboral", one physical education

one extension education, and one guidance
4

d student welfare).

There are also,normally,-for each zone, three teams of

"trainers", whose funcion is the provision of training and follow-up relating
/

to the reform ; they consistof seven for basic regular, seven for basic laboral,

and thnee for initial in the zones of the Vth Region, but these numbers vary
according to the zone.

In addition; there are two inspectors, two supervisors

and an asSistant, and one auditor.

This gives a tbtal of 900 professionals in the

33 zones out of an estimated total of 1,500 professional employed in them.. Thus,
dt the regional and zonal levels together, leaving aSide the substantial but
unknown numbers of national staff in Lima, some 1,150 professionals are available
for different types of inspecting and supervising work.
specialist staffing of the nuclei, seems quite a lot.
41.

This, in view of the

Table 1 : Staffingoian Education Region
(5th Region)(1).

.

Professional
category

Statistical &
secretarial
staff

,
.

.

Direc/tor 4, personal secretary and

1

2

1

13

assistant
Deputy Director + personal secretary
and secretariat

.

_

Office'of Regional Inspection

3

1

7

21

4

6

1

2

1

2

6

2

5

2

1

1

_12

2

Office of Regional AdministrAion
(Budget, Accounting, Supply infrastructure
and Internal administration)
:

Personnel Office

Public Relations Office
Auditing Office
Planning Office
Supervision Office

,

Legal Advice Office

Office of Basic and Laboral Education

_

.Office of Professional EducatiOn

..

_

Office of Education Extension
t

Totals

:

7

1

8

1

57

55

,
,

(1)

6ource : Manual of OrE,anisation and Functions, 1972.
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Provincial supervisors
b7.

A main emphasis of our enquiry is on the national supervision system,

since, prior to the administrative reform, it was thiS which represented
inspection in Peru.

As Table 2 below thows, there were 336 supervisors in Peru

'in 1972, and of this total 217 were supervisors of Provinces or sectors.
since the administrative refora, of 1971 had abolished provincial and sectoral
supervision and formally replaced it by the direct, zonal supervision of the

nuclei, it should be nentioned that, in 1972, provincial and sectoral supervision
was still in existence, and there was

questioning among the authorities in

Lima as to whether, in fact, it was desirable to dispense with it completely. This
question will be_resolved during the long transitional period which is foreseen., and
it is certain that there will only be one structure at the end.
Talple 2

:

Staffing of National System of Supervision (as of March 1973)

National supervisors
women

.

men

.

posts vacant

10

..

1
.

1

.

Regional supervisors
.

"8

40

women

8

men

28

posts vacant

4

.

Zonal supervisors

69

women

60

P

men

2

53

posts vacant

00

14

Provincial and sector supervisors

217

00

.

women

..

..

men

OP

00

posts vacant

.

.

..

..

20

..

OP

..

1

..

210 '

00

6

National total

338
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68.

.

The needs for provincial supervision, using the word supervision in

the Peruvian sense of members of the national educational supervision, part of
the inspection service, would'seem to be greater in the countryside than in
the towns.

In both areas, their availability for work of assessment and

advice in the schools had been increased as a result of the mechanisation
and centralisation of salary payments, of staff of the educational system,
in Lima;

this change freed them from the heavy duty of administering

regular salary payments in their area.
sectoral supervisOrs continue

to be responsible for the non-nuclearised

schools ("areas of conversiOn") and
respect of them.

In the towns, the-provincial and

carry out administrative duties in

In addition, the nuclei,at the time of our visit, were not

yet staffed with the administrators who, on paper, are required to undertake

all the administrative support work in the nucleus area.

Some prtvincial supervisors

were therefore including this work among their duties, while in other cases
Administrative duties concerning nuclei were being carried out by the zonal
headquarters;

In due.course, and assuming that the nuclei eventually Pare

able to take oVer all relevant educational adMinistrative -tasks, the provincial
and sector. supervisors can become either:specialists or administrators in the

nuclei, (i,e. selected and trained), supervision of the nuclei being done by
the zonal staff.

69.

In rural areas, the problem is more complex, because of the great

difficulties of communication.

If, -fOr example, we look at zone no. 18 of the

bth,Region (Trujillo), there are seven provincial offices, of which
two, situated
110 and 135 Kilometres away respectively, on the coastal plain, are'not difficult

to reach if transport is available, which it seldom is.

The other five are located

in the sierra, at the end'of some of the most difficult and dangerous roads in
the world.

To visit the furthest removed, Bolivar (400 Kilometres), three
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days

travel are required, aA it Lakes two days Lo get to Patds (300 kilometre!-).
.present circumstances, provincial supervisors and, in certain provinces,

sector supervisors are essential in each province, since the Sierra towns are
almost completely isolated from the zonal and regional headquarters.

704

The fact that, apart fromthe mail, which.is slow, and in most cases

the telephone, there is virtually no communication means that personal contacts
with zonal and regional authOrities are Scarce.

In the Trujillo and Cuzco

rugions, respectively, there were two cars of respectable age available for
the work of the regional educational administration, as compared with 20 vehicles in
each for the agricultural administration.

The supervision sections in the zones

possessed no transport and were obliged to take their turn in the long queue within
the regional administration when they required it.

Moreover, within the

regional and zonal.budgets, there was only one common item for travel: and
living allowances (movilidad and viaticO).

This not large fund was

it seemed,

assigned in first prioritand perhaps not unreasonablyi to the senior officers
of the region and zone, with the result that the regional and zonal supervisors
'were able to, visit the sierra once a year,

)11t.7not more, as part of a senior

i. A consequence of this situation is that there is little supervision
ih situ of What the provincial supervisor

71.

is doing.

The isolation of the mountain provinces has a particular bearing on the

implementation of the reform, since it is precisely in these areas that lack
of-participation of the population in education is greatest.

As has been

mentioned above, it will be necessary for the authorities to Sring_a considerable

volume of human resources to bear oathis area if the rural nuclei are to be
revitalised-within the reform.

At present, however, nuclearisation is taking place

in those areas where transport is not a problem, and the provincial supervisors
initne more isolated areas must cope as best they can.

A Q

72.

Tile functions of the provincial and sectorial supervisors are both

administrative and technical.

Although it has been officially decided that,

with the centralisation of salary payments, they should spend three-quarters
of their time in technical/pedagogical and one-quarter in adminstration, this
seems difficult to apply in rural areas.

The administrative tasks concern

teachers, pupils and parents and mainly involve the following operations,
mostly requiring transmission of documents from the province to the zone and
back :

Teachers
Tables of teachers on the pay roll
Dismissals

Transfers and movement queries
Exchanges
Promotions (record of years of service

teacher to headmaster)

QuAlification
End of career pensions

Pay problems (arrangements for teachers to be paid)
Recognition of merits (extra work, comuunity building).
Pupils

Lnrolment records (approval)
Transfers'(approval)

Record of passage from year to year
Certificates of studies
Parents

Complai ts
Reques s by parents
Requests by schools of parents.
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in audition to the aLove, provincial and sector supervisors
are

required to prepare quarterly statistical tables on education
in their area,
transmit all official-documents to the school directors,
prepare the draft

budget in respect of the perSonnel under their jurisdiction,
provide information
on enquiries

censuses, programes, as decided by the zone, and fulfil

any

other function which the zonal chief may assign.

74:

The provincial and sectoral supervisors are required
to prepare an annual

supervision plan and keep the chief of the zonal education
office informed
about its implementation.

The plan for 1972 seen at Urubamba, (about

60 Xilunetres from Cuzco), provincial office required
the supervisor to
"orient, coordinate and evaluate the work Of the
school directors" and a

Hai form (see pages F)4 and 55) Naf; provided for the
purpose of evaluation.
The supervisor had also to "gUide the teachers in the
realisation of the
educational reform, collect experiences and innovatiOns of
a positive character

which could be generalised by higher educational authorities,
and ensure that
the legal provisions relating to education were carried out':
75.
,

The supervisor was_assisted by four teacher auxiliaries
in.carrying out

this task in three districts extending down the Utubamba
valley, the mighty
sacred valley of the Incas which is difficult of aceess,
-and the villages
r.

th

it.

LI-1

occasion Of our visit,:we met some.

cdchers J.1-1:1 a headmaster at the prr-vincial headquarters,

who7told us

r:here was ho'lloney for transport, the

supervisory work concerning the 6.,primary schools in
the area had, to the
Lest of their

knowledge, been confined to administrative matters except in

Urubamba itself.

A director of (t scnool 20 Kilometres.from Urubamba said
that

his school had hot been visited in the preceeding
two years, except on an
administrative matter.

in Urubamba,'one "trainer" from Cuzco had_ptovided a
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five-day course on the reform attended by 25 primary school grade I
teachers
in Hay 1972, but directives concerning attendance at the
course hlp arrived
too late to be applied in his school.

In December 1972, a week-end discussion

on the new procedures for'evaluation of pupil performance took place in Urubamba.
A teacher from thectown of Uruhamba said that, on the initiative
of

school

j'ndividual directors and teachers, a number of teachers bad followed
a training

course on the reform held by the "trainers" in Cuzco in the first three months
of 1972.

Their judgment of the course was favourable.- But since their-schools

were not

nuclearised, they -had not received,the books and'materials necessary

to apply what they had learned.

Nevertheless, participation in the course

may pernaps be judged as a good thing in the light of future planned
development.

7

The provincial supervisor of San Pedro de Lloc, who was responsible far

Four school districts on the,qoastal plain about 60 Kilometres north
of

Trujillo, provided an example of an impeccably organised office complete with
progress
charts and a small library of books on the reform.

He was responsible for

L.46 non-nuclearised sChools and had organised three-day meetings
of the 205

teachers and headmasters)with the help of the Trujill6;based iraineislon
the
teaching of new mathematics, language and natural science.

These had been

followed uA with monthly district meetings on evaluation and on'the above
teaching problems.

The staff of the teacher training college

were providing

special consultation and discussion with local teachers of grades 1 to 3 of
primary.

Arising froM the meetings, five headmasters had been elected and had

'

agreed to form a supervisory team which visited schools.in the province in
order
to help teachers and headmasters with their work.

In addition, 4 number of

teachers had taken part inthe three-months training'course held in Trujillo.
The provincial supervisor said that the greatest difficulties he
encountered
were the lack of books and materials for introduCing the new programmes in the
schools where teachers had received training for them, and the fact:that there
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were nu funds available for travel expenses of staff and teachers who attended
meetings.

77.

Table 3 indicates that one,year after the introduction of nuclearisation,

the distribution of provincial supervisors, in relation to schools and teachers,
does not show a sufficient concentration in favour of the rural areas, which
account for nearly two-thirds of the primary schools and one-third of the
teachers.

Given the extremely difficult geographical conditions, it would

seem necessary to plan in terms of one supervisor

to 100 teachers.

When

the rural areas are eventually nuclearised, this ratio will be achieved.
bu ,-. even with nuclearisation, it would seem that provincial supervisors should

remain and that adequate transport for them and for the specialists should'
be provided to enable them to do their work.

number of light, tough, inexpensive vehicles,

What seems needed is a sufficient
so that they cam visit the

schoolo regularly.

78.

in view of,the strategic importance for the reform Of the work of the

provincial supervisor, it is noteworthy that he enjoys no particular
tinancial benefits,''' A provincial supervisor must be a qualified (category 1)

teacher, have had 18 yearS' service or more, and have participated in a
competition, the results of which may not necessarily be taken into account.
Thert is no difference between his salary and that of school directors or
classroom teachers

except for a.special responsibility allowance paid to

supervisors in the Lima Metropolitana region.

On the other hand, zonal, regional

and.national inspectors receive progressively higher salaries according to their

5a

Table 3

:

No. of
supervisors

Region

Lima metropOl itana

20

I (Chiclayo)

33

II (Lima)

21

III (huancayo)

38

IV (Arequipa)
V (Cuzco)

Distribution of provincial supervisors (March 1973)

14
22

,

primary
schools

No. of
primary
teachers

2,118

16,111

3,053

Schools
per
su
visor

Teachers
per

101

806

8.3

super-.,

visor

4 rural
schools
intotal

15

VII (pu50)

14

VIII (Trujillo)

4C

PLRU (Total)

217

/

:

I, rural

teachers
in
/total

5.2\

8,266

93

250

66.3

38.2

1,995

5,826

95

277

59.8

36.1

3,529

8,763

93

231

72.4

45.1

285

49.7

2G.4

220

69.8

43.3

-,, 252

61.7

34.8

1,001

3,996

1,866'

4,840

71

0
\

VI (Iquitos)

Sources

No. of

1,518

3,732

101

1,267

3,289

90

235

84.2

57.8

3,487.

9,131

87

228

68.0

40.3

64,004

92

295

60.6

31.0

20,034

'-

Supervisors. Ministry of Education
on Sdhools an4Teadhers.
National School Census, Volumes I and II.
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sui:visors

n distinction may be drawn between the placing by an inspector of a stamp

or apla,ovai, or disav)roval on the work of 6 schooi or a teacher according to

a defined set of crii:eria laid down from above, and an informed assessment of
resourf_efulness, initiative, innovation and originality shown by the school
and tne teacher.

The provincial supervisor. in coordinating and guiding the work

individual institutions must act as an agent of the zone and the region and
tnerefore, inevitably, in filling, in the inspection forms compliance with

dLficial instructions and completion of official forms will be of first
importance.

ilLS initiative may be shown in such matters as the organisation

of school libraries with community support, the organisation of inter-school
competitions, for example.in language or mathematics, or the designation of
teachers for "resolutions of congrsatUlations"

on the basis of their work.

But, given his long professional background.and his limited time, neither
he nor his

district supelAdsors can provide the substantial and individualised assessnent
_and example which is expected of the nucleus specialist Li basic education.
zonal supervisors
provinces.

,

The

for their part, are responsible both for the nuclei and the

It is therefore relevant to examine their functions from the standpoint

of the tyPe of supervisir-n they give.

BO.

Ihe concept of zonal supervision that emerges from conversations and

tpom official documents is that,it is directed towards assessing whether defined
administrative and pedagogical norms are being met.

This means that it is the

duty of the zonal supervisors to verify whether the functioning of the subbrdinate offices and institutions, as judged by what is happening in the schools,
is i_,ein4.; carried out in accordance with law;, regulations and other current

dispositions and to seek to raise the efficiency of the work tlircwh
effective advice.

Zonal supervision is undertaken in the urban nuclei, the rural
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educational nuclei ano the schools whicn are included in
them, in the provincial.
areas dXIC tne non-huclearised scnools and in the higher institutions
of

iTofessionai training, suCh as teacher training colleges, technical
colleges, etc.
!,

(see Graph l) in the zone.

8i.

As regards tne method of supervision, it is the duty of
all supervisors to note

tne positive and negative aspects of the institutions which
they visit.

The brief

71:anual issued to all supervisors and heads of institutions by
the Ministry of

Wudation (June l970) on the "doctrine and technique of
supervision of education",
defines positive aspects as those "which by their importance
and repercussions
consritute a valuable contribution to the national
educational system".

It does

not specify what aspects should bi! looked for.. The negative
aspects are "those
activities which have been omitted or nave been accomplished
in an unsatisfactory
manner

.

They enable a determination to be made of the true situation
of the

sul.-ervised institutions".

Negative aspects are classified under deficiencies,

Lrreularities anG observations.

Deficiencies are the result of unsatisfactory

execution or omission of one or more act'ivities, for which
the Director or

rui of the supervised body is responsible and on whom it is
incumbent to take
Lne necessary remedial action.

Irregularities are violations of laws or

regulations forwich the Director or Chief is responsible
and which give rise
to dn investigation in relation to the fault involved.

Observations relate to

.situations for which higher authorities are responsible
and about which reCommendations
(ire made.

Ali suoervisors are required to keep a written record of deficiencies,

irreollarities and observations and to communicate copies of
them to the
i,nstiturion concerned and to the ;:onal chief supervisor
on the day they are made.

82.

The inspection visit normally consists of an initial conversation
between the

sut)ervisorv team and the directors and teachers, in which the aim of
the visit

5 ki

ana the way it is to be carried out are discussed, followed by visits to the
classrooilis and aiscussions on auggestionsfor improved classwork and other

improvements.

Reports on "positive aspects" which we saw, were uslially confined

to generalities, sudl as the cooperative attitude of directors and
the su

staff towards

rvisors, rather than innovations which were worthy of emulation.

Negative

--spects included the neglect by school directors of what goes on in theclassroom,

jack of retraining of the teachers, inadequate use of available teaching

materials and the negative reactions of parents towards the educational reform.
Little notice appeared to have been taken by the directors and teachers of

recomendations made in previous visits.

03.

Tne work of the zonal supervisors is carried out in accordance with

general directives, which lay doWn the norms and procedures to be followed.
At the beginning of each year an annual plan of supervision and an annual plan
of actiVities are prepared.

The supervision plan contains a brief analysis

of the situation of education and of the degree of fulfilment

of the work of

supervision in the preceding year and states the objectives, in general terms,
tor the yeAr's work.

It includes a general guide for the activities of each of

triu zonal and provincial supervisors.

The annual plan of activities contains a

iist of the specific programmes of supervision which are to be undertaken in
addition to the investigation of special problems and complaints.

Coordinated

teams node up of technico/pedagogical specialists from the zones, nuclei, zonal
drovincial supervisors and trainers are established to carry out programmed
work ol supervision visits.

84.

In the annual report on zonal supervision in zone No. 03 (Lima Metropolitana)

for 1972, completed at ihe end of the.year, it was stated that, in addition to
normal visits, which appear to be largely concerned with administrative matters,
nine special programmes of supervision and inspection were included :
01.

Verification of enrolment and of teaching duties in 25
institutions of afternoon and evening education (13 to 17 April).
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02.

Verification of enrolment and "control of school work" in State
and private schools (26 to 28 April).

03.

Verification of enrolment, planning and organisation of State and
.,rivate schools (15 to 19 May).

04.

05.

.06.

inspection of the Centre for Artesanal Training

(

2 June).

inspection of the National_ Mixed College "Our Lady of Belen" (9 June).

Verification and control of the work of the sectoral (provincial)
supervisors (26 to 28 June).

07.

Control and assessment of the educational process in secondary
schools (4 to 8 Septemb(!r).

08.

Piogramme of supervision of the technico/pedagogical and permanent

evalUadon aspects in the nuclearised schools (month of October),
with participation of specialists from the zone and nuclei, "trainers"
and zonal supervisors.

C9.

Programme of supervision of the technico/pedagogical and.permanent.
evaluation aspects in the kindergartens (18 to 27 October), by
specialists, "trainers" and zonal supervisors.

85.

A record for one zone of the total number of visits, i.e. normal control

and assessment in schools plus special programmes, including general supervision,
investigation of specific questions, unannounced supervisions, visits and checking,
operations appears in Table 4 below.

It may be seen that it did not prove possible

for the supervisors and their colleagues mentioned above whO worked 'with them,
in this primarily urban zone, to viiit more than 40 per cent, of the primary
(basic regular) schools, for all reasons, during the year's Work.
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In this

;+:1J1-,ber of educatiogal institutions svp2rvised and number of acts
of supervision.
1172.
Ione 02 (Jma Metroulitana)

"-evP1

No. of
irstitutions

p.inuerarten

No. of
institutions
supervised,

No. of
Percentage

dCtS (:) P
..
supervin
.

38

.20

53

20

197

68

40

86.:

29

20

69

28

47

10

21

51

16

7

44

28

327

125

38

213

linitial)
Prixnary

Laborai

econdary
.)ec./Tecnnical

TY1'.-ti,

connection, the national inspectors who visited the zone in September 1972
reculraended that,travel costs should be paid to members of zonal supervisory

teams when they visited provinces and nuclei, in order that more schools might
be visited.

Thi:v also reconimended tnat the superviSors should give greater

attention to technico/pedagogical matters in the course of their work.

It was not

clear that these recommendationshad been put into. effect.

86.

The work of the zonal supervisors in visiting provincial supervisory offices

ane nuclei is aimed at completinf a number of very detailed forms concerning all
asi,ects ci tne work oc. those bodies.

These visits may be part of a general

pipcipule of supervision, c specific programme relating to one aspect of the work,
i.e. personnel, administration, technico/pedagogical supervision,
etc., unexpected

visits ano visits for the purpose of checking.

Visits to provincial offices and

nuclei are supplemented by visits to the schools themselves, in

cooperation

with other zonal and nuclei staff, in order to complete the assessment of the
work of the supervisory bodies.
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87.

Thus, for ,..ample, the form for the supervision of schools as Seen in zone 51

(uzoo) provided a complete analysis of staff, pupils, physical plant and facilities,
administration, pedagogic aspects, student organisation, social and cultural
aspects anu numan relations.
tne

As regras all these aspects of the life of tne

and the iersonE: assistin g. him were required to answer

detailed questions as to whether the stipulated requirements for personnel,
11:.ateri,iis or activities were complied with or not and if they were to state

wnetner tne result was excellent, good, normal, deficient or bad.

The sum of

t.n_ enquiry w_is a series of assessments, signed by the supervisor and the school
director, conc:erning urgent needs, deficiencies, irregularities, and observations

wnich was transmitted to the zonal chief,

88.

s re;ards tne pedagogical aspects, forms seen refer to the plan of the school

and tne direction of the learning process.

As regards the school

plan

the

followdl,::. questions were asked and noted :

(a)

has the school .got a plan

(Yes, no, excellent, good, normal,

deficient or bad):
have :.;CDOC,l planning ffeetings taken place ?
(::)

is tnere coordination betWeen the,school pia:nand that of the

provincial supervisor and the classroom supervisor

?

(d)

is tne school plan based on a gooddiagnosis ?

(e)

Are the objectives and methods contained in the school'plan.
realisaole given the possibilities of the school ?

(I)

Ls the plan integral in that it includes the pedagoL,ical,

administrative and social aspects of the work of the school ?
(g)

Are the different programmes consistent with the objectives being
reached T.
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6.

(1-i)

is the director carrying out the school plan ?

(I)

Are all the teachers fulfilling the classroom plan ?

(j)

'nave the teachers prepared analytical programmes ?

(x.-.)

-Do the teachers use detailed class plans ?

(1)

is the director fulfilling his functions as supervisor of the school ?

(m)

Does ne coordinate the activities of the school ?

(n)

is ths system of integral evaluation applied ?

(0)

is systematic evaluation applied ?

As regards the learning process, the following ques :ions were asked
(a)

Do the teachers plan their daily work by hours ?

(b)

Do the teachers employ active methods ?

(c)

Do the teachers use the teaching materials availaLle

;

in the school ?
(C)

Does discipline prevail ?

(e)

Are the classrooms well organised from a pedagogical standpoint ?

(f)

Do the teachs evaluate the pupils with justice and equity ?

(g)

Are the class registers completed according to instructions ?

(h)

Are the class registers up-to-date ?

(i)

is the system of pexlnanenNt evaluation applied according to

the regulations ?

more detailed form relating to the educational supervision of classroom
teacher's may also be completed.

It is annexed to this repOrt (Annex I).

The completion of this form could be part of a complete visit (about 10 per cent
of total visits), or a special visit.

Normally the supervisor spends about

25 minutes at the back Of the class observing in order to complete it.

90.

From discussions with supervisors and teachers, it would appear that

these questions allow the supervisors to state certain facts about planning
and class work, in relation.to current regulations and approadh practices,
but do not permit a thorough and constructive discussion with teachers and
directors on how class work may be improved in a questioning, listening, explaining
Perhdps the main conclusion is that the first responsibility for the
:;uperfi L,h of classroom worK, and of the school, lies with the school director ,:ind
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:he
sic)hd

carry:_ng

d

t:hat the school director should give leadership in the inter:.-tipn (.1 the t'z-ricuLun, the organisation of teaching and
;ut w," learned ailEi'D that tiC d-Hecrors rer'eived no trg.ininir

4ob

rnain in a purely adinihistrat_ve

i.:. general, to visit the classrooms either to provide leadera

sense to the teachers or to repott on the work of the teachers.

A second impression is that, es of 1973, the process of supervision
visits was
carried out by the zonal super41sors in a- cnecxing and assessing
sense, in order
to compile reports on deficiencies,in relation to plans,which need
to be remedied.

This is distinct from the more participatory and guiding approach
employed
by the nuclei specialists and, where follow-up of tre.ning
courses in the schools
can be coordinated by the zones, by the 'trainers".

In addition tile zonal office

of technical/pedagogical coordination, which includes specialists in
initial and
basic regular, basic laboral, physical, extension education
and guidance
provides personnel who participate in inspection visits and follow
them up by
meetini:s,' conferences, seminars and guidance to the teachers
and nuclei specialists.

91.

substantial part of the time of the zonal supervisors, variously_estimated

at Detween a.half and three-quarters of the.tctal is
and meetings and visits connected with it.

spent in administrative work

Normally, in each zone there are two

or three zonal supervisors and a chief supervisor.

They are responsible for

all educational levels in State and private education, together with two specialist
supervisors in physical education and a variable number of provincial
supervisors.
The zonal supervisors are responsible for maintaining and servicing complete
records,
including statistics on the matte:.s affecting pupils, teachers and schools mentioned

above in connection with provincial supervision, for which the
zone has responsibility.
In addition, the supervisors are required to transmit directives received from
the
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t,eilkori arid the Ministry to the subordinate executive bodies and to

ipv5g3te and settle complaints.

zone 03, Lima Metropolitana, for example in 172, the supervisors

w%ared 98 official letters, 8

reports, 91 megoranda and 24 decrees for

z")-dtion to the nuclei, provincial supervisors and individual schools.
Xlso dealt with 101 out of 104 complaints received during the year.
g ti-ke zpeht by supervisors on strictly pedagogic activities is thus
-ro4.

Nevertheless, discussions with different supervisors showed that

wg/k of them participate in courses organised by the IN.IDE trainers
t,efeered to above in seminars designed to impcove the functioning of
iCt oiXrdination between the nuclei.

Tile zonal supervisors are normally selected through a national
W°LAet.ition held in March each year.

They are teachers, either primary or

Aec4r041-y, with more than 15 years' service in education.

They are expected

to ilave followed a course in supervision, though this is not always the case,

thore are no facilities on a national scale for the systematic
,

of supervisory and specialist pedagogical personnel.
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sui_ervisors

95.

Tne ieneral law on education (decree law No. 19326 of March 1972) states,

in 3ection 11

:

"supervision should have a character of enccuragement and

at:Nice ratner tnan cnecking and domination so as not to coerce the

initiative of the teacher and the local comunity".

In Article 55 of

tne law, it is said "systeMatic and permanent supervision will verify
tne colz ct functioning of the technico/pedagogical and administrative
aspects of the educational system and provide the technical advice needed by
educators so as to raise its functional efficiency".

96.

in its report on actvities in 1972, the second educational region

(Lima Metropolitana) refers to difficulties in meeting these objectives..
:These included financial means for the minimum objectives for the work

of the supervision office and lack of trained operational personnel.

In

its assessment of the situation of supervision in the fifth region (Cuzco)
as iiart of the 1973 supervision pian, it is said that

studies made in

two provinces show that there is not an adenuate operational and functional
;Jan of supervision for the schools of the region.. The teachers in
:._eneral have not received the benefits of adequately planned:,supervision.

Visi_s are infrequent, brief, and only of an administrative and fault-

finding natum.
supervise.

Within the school and classroom, the Director does not

There is an absence of teem work and coordination.

Money is

lacking for adequate work.

97.

The plans for regional supervision show, an enlightened appreciation

of wnat should be done.

(i)

The objectives have been summarised(1) as

Source. Vth educational region, Annual supervision plan, 1973.
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:

(a)

i-roviue educational suizervision which benefits the children,
reacr:ers and community in .leneral.

(b)

Guide and- assess the work of the teachers in all aspects of
..,cucational work.

(c)

L''romote greater functional efficiency and encourage the

dialogue between tne base and higher levels.
(d)

Guide educational action as a function of change And development
ih the community.

(e)

beveiop amon,-. those suiervised a sentiment of security, a

cre4tive and critical spirit, and the achievement of good
hupan relations which can stimulate cooperative effort and
interaction.
(f)

-?romote the investigation and solution of technico/pedagogical
problems.

(:,;)

...It:1'er opportunities for the development of leadership which

timanates frolk individual qualities and not from authority.

98.

The pt9Eranme of activities of regiOnal sup4rvision, which are the

subject of semi-annual reports, stipulate that monthly calendars of

activities should be prepared and visit form drafted (as broadly speaking
for tne zones above) for each level of education.

The work of the zonal

supervisory offices should be"coordinated, guided, asse:sed, controlled
and evaluated", as should that of provincial and sectorial supervision,
which.is concerned with the non-nuclearised sector.
teCnnique of supervision should be diffused.

The doctrine and

Working meetings, cours2s,

seminars should be organised with provincial supervisors, directors of
teacher training r?olleges, secondary and technical institutions and nuclei,

and parent associationLon matters concerning educational supervision and
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wili

tins and group work.

undertaken throuh programmed visits,
interviews,

in the second region (Lima Metrupolitana),

it c-a.s

tec that, Ln 1972, the nine o:)erational
projects giving effect to these
7C L,P canc.,ilec tur lacx of finance(see

99.

Az; is :he case with every other

paragraph 84).

pdrt and level of the educational system,

the cuties ef the staff cf the regionaa
superVision office are defined in
-ener-11 terTz.s in the regional lanual
of organisatiOn and functions.

iiOnd

otti.ce c

Each

sur4.-frvision should be staffed, according
to a decree of 1963

estabiisn regional supervisi,oh services,
with a chief of the supervisory
office and six supervisors, for primary,
secondary general, secondary technical,
teacher tra nini; and special, i)hysical
education, and rural school nuclei.
ince the reforni in 1972, ther
are either three or four supervisors

normally
responsble for initial, basic regGlar,
teache.r training and professionaland
huolei ani basic 'aboral respetively.
But there are variations between
re,ioris, ir.

wtn

(Ate

ijia Metropclitana, for example,
there are five supervisors of

resl'onsible for phy5i.cal education.

i. lor financiai reasons, it jOes hot
seem icssible for the rerjonal inspectors
effectively to control and advirse the zonal
and provincial supervisors on their
WOn<.
This s because vehicles
APe lacking as is money for travel
costs.
Thus,
for excimple, in zone No.8 (Trujillo), it
was possible to visit three out of

the tive zones only once in 1972, on the
occasion of an inspection tour made
by the reLiondl director
of education accompanied by the chief- of the
Regional

jrvion

..utice, the Chief o

the.egionai Administration, the Chief
of

thc lednnical Pedagogical ..)ervices and
one regional inspector.

;)C6S1PLe

But it was not

to orc,anise group visits to the
zones, except for the one with

.!e-ajquarters in 'irujillo or to i-rov incial supervisors

or near Trujillu.

other than those located in

he sll:ervisor of basic regJilar ecucation, witnin the constricted

IL)1.

nentiOnea, is responsiple for verifying, evaluatihc. and reporting on-the

supervision of basic re7ular education, and on dts qualitative and cuantitative
relation to plans in tne :ones.
articu,ar,

)1-,ovifices and nuclei of the region.

is supposeci to investigate whether the regulations relating

to the curriculum and methods of teaching, evaluation and guidance of pupils
are bein, auplies.

Heis also r.Nuired to coordinate the work of supervision

.witr, current ilro;ects of fhe technico/pedagogioal services and other bodies in the

region, always assumdng that the funds included in the regional budget for these
luixoses are sufficient.

For example, the supervisor of basic regular

of tne /rujilio region was scheduled to participate, with technico/peda7ogica1

scial-ist

in the training of basic regular teachers in the use of "_-icasily

available" local matevials for tie first three classes, for science teaching.

ue was also to take part in the study of how to restructure the
curriculum in uilingual areas and apply the new curriculum experimentally.,
ne is,responsible for the investigation of administrative and other
:natters

1(r),

it tne direction of the head of the regional supervision office.

study of activities shows that the regional supervisor employs the

sa.g-42 system of checkihg and assessment-as the zonal supervisor.

He will

.

c:ompiete checking lists and supervision sheets for the office he is inspecting,

as well as the institutions which that office has inspected.

The forms are

.Liroadly, Put not completely, identical as between region and zone.- _They are

cnaracterised uy their "yes" or "no" alternatives and the small amount
of sl:ace availaule for observations, particularly in relation to pedagogical
factors

;

see for example Annex A on classroom teachers, the same form beim'

used for both regional and zonal visits.
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103. Tne wor

of regional supervisors is F-valuated by
the head of their supervision
office in order to niaintain incividual dosfiers
of professional qualification.
.:nis is a trait-oriented
ratner than pertomance-oriented
assessment which
taxe

hto account eight facAors and five t7;races.
(e.E.-.

These are quantity ot

little, be,ow standard, normal., arb-,ve normal, extraor)inary),

aity of wcrx., responsibility,

collaboration with others, soci;4 behaviour,

initiative, acndnistrative competence and supervisory srxill.

Apart from this

assesslient, there is no reference. to attendance at training
courses or to

special achievements, for example post-graduate study.

iO4. Regional supervisors are nominated, after
competition, by a resolution of the
Minister of oducation, whereas zonal and provincial
supervisors are nominated by the
:egional Director of Education.
'enior regional supervisors are nbminated
Lv a "su-,-.reme resolution"

sine.--; by the highest auf,-mority.

bui.ervisors must be teachers of the first

RegiOnal

category, second class, with at

lecLst five years' service and are normally, but
not always selected as a

result of a competition.

lOS. ReFional supervisors are required.to be specialists
in the level or
ty k? of education for which they :re reSponsible.

In practice, this

MdV rean that tney have had teaching--apd administrative
experience.in that level
0

dna certain may have taken pest in
relating to it.

in Lima Metro

t-graduate courses-in Peru or abroad

iitana region, which is not neceSsarily

typical of Peru as a wholfe,'we were Informed,
for example, that, as of,early
1.1

1973, no special training had been given
tc inspectors in tbe understanding of
the new Curricula and nethods of teaching in primary
edUcation.
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1

106. Tnere is, at present, no special service, with stable personnel,
re-;ponsible for the professional training of supervisors in Peru, and there

is no period of probation for the different grades of supervisors with which
.3ucn traininr might be integrated.
ourses ir

Nevertheless, there have been a number of

supervision olanised in Peru during the past decade.

The National

institute tor the ltainini. and Improvement of Teachers, between 1962 and 1968,

. gave courses in educational supervision extending over two successive summers,

as d d the University of Cuzco (four successive summers) between 1961 and 1964,
and the San Marco (Lima) University in 1961, and 1962.

In 1965, the Ministry of

i.ducation with Teachers College Columbia (USA) provided a oourse in educational
5iterVision,
netween l. ,

ln 1955, UneSco and Unicef organised a seminar on supervision.
Ind 19F,8, Unesco and Unicef held two courses in supervision which

resuited in a totdl of 90 participants receiving certificates in supervision

tecnniues.

small number cf Peruvian supervisors have received training

since 1968, with international assistance in foreign countries, for example
in Brazil, Puerto -Rico and Costa Rica.

107.

in conmon with almost all supervision offices visited, regional

offices have either no libraries or few boO,cs of reference.

,

That for Lima

etropolitana, for example, used three works available in Spanish
inspection"by Rodriguez Vivanco, "Organisation' of Primary Schools

:

"School

by lemos

and "Techniques of supervision for better schools" by Kimball Wiles, which refers
to experience in the United States.

National supervisors

108. The national office of supervision is on the 12th floor of the 18-storey
building in Liflia, in which the,national headquarters of the Ministry of Education
is located.

The office is responsible for verifying 61 behalf of the Minister

.th4it the tecnnical/pedagogicul work of the executing bodies, i.e. regions,
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provinces, nuclei and institutions is "functioning
correctly so as to
tne efficiency of the educational
:is:,esspent"K1).

The preciG

system througn the provision of effective

forn ot the new insTectorate servicey embodying

uaministrative aho financial control-and special investiFations
nad not been determined at the tine of our visit.

109:

Including a head of office, there were 13 national
supervisors.in

compared with nine in 1972, i.e. two specialists in initial education,
two basic re,7ular, one euidance and pupil welfare, two basic laboral, one

secia1, ono

her professional, one teacher training, one special professional,

I.,

t A) i 117::;ical education

.

110.

:le visits ot the national inspectors to tne regions and zones take

LLcF;;C:

ill the scnool year between April and December.

They follow consultation

netween the national inspector and the relevant technico/pedagoFical directorates
in the national ministry of education, and study 'of the relevant regional and
ilannin

documents and reports.

A visit to a region normally

i2 workin. days' work ct which six days are spent with
H:4.;Aj-) id; S

idiits and six in visitinF institutions.

The standard

1; t(q-' v.,rittr-dtion and suprvision which have been mentioned in connection
W

0:

t

;

ion are employed by national supervisors.

At the conclusion

tneir visit, their report outlinini; assessment, irreDilarities,

jericiencies, observations and recommendations is siFned by the reFional
;iredtor.

bach reiort is submitted to the head of.tne national. supervision

-Alice who sends

to tne Minister with his ccirments.

aeae t0 be anv systematic tollow-u
:tem

.nere does n.

in the sense of action memoranda

neafi or the supervision office to the rce'ional office or departments

01 the national office based on the Minister's comments ; the reports appear .

ki De more iniumation- tnan action-oriented.
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was stated that, In I9Y2, it was not possible for each supervisor
to visft the nine regions of Peru ow.ing to shortage of funds
and the most
favourable achievement was six regions and the least
one region (Lima).
However, fhe Head of the Office expected that, in 1073,
budget difficulties
would be solved so that all regions and
some ef the zones would receive
at

least one visit by each,of the relevant special!,sts.

National specialist
supervisors are persons of high professional
competence; with considerable
experience, including publications to their
edit.
They are,on a higher
grade within the civil service structure than regional
inspectors.
The
national supervisors assisted in 1972.in the provision of
short training
courses for supervisors of the Lima (capital) regionand
the zones based on
the manual of supervision, which has been referred
to.
There is no doubt,
given their competence, that this innovation might
be extended with advantage
to other regions.

CONCLUSIONS
112.

ierti has embarKed on a major reforr of education designed to brinE,

about a IICVe complete union f)etween the educational services and society
in ir:eecir

tne citizen's needs tor education for life.

the L'er7

A particular feature

is the intnxIlIction of decenl-ralisation at the local, nucleus.'

;eve' and of arranenents which should encourae the comfunitv to participate
.n

olc'ration of, and support for, educational institutions.

L:iv(veJ

The refoem

?rlirturai cnanie, new curricula and duantitative expansion, which

flould iret the needs of the most deprived areas and sections of the
c.ommunit7 if the Indispensable resources are forthcomin.

nuclei which

So far the

have seen established, ano in which the new hrog,rammes

reular education are beilw introdlIc.ed, coVer only less than
naLf

t

tne ';cnools.

Partirularly in the rural and mountainous areas,
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1:!J

-ne .)aebios k)vehes, a :,,ustantial effort will be required, in tems
_ve:lii:en

ria comi,Linitv action,

ii

!Jrie enliFriltened aims of the reform are

reali'seu and nuclearisatin intnAuced and consolidated.

roes.

The educational

bf tne ffidianspeakin. 1,o,u1atlon still re.:sent
a very considerable

enalien.e in relation to the retorm.

113.

The aim of the reform is to use the school, seen in the widest context,

(In ihatrument witn which to overcome tne isolation and sense of defeat

eiClqnen anj aduits who Jo not benefit adec,uately or have not
yet
:4enefitted from education.

at present,

it in, therefore, iinortant that the examples,

seem relatively tew of mobilisinF the community to make

:nt sch(x)f a beautiful, cheerful and
we'.1-euipped place shonld become
;lupe .-eneral

-ractice.

it is also essential that, within the nuclei

im;titutions, ways should be found fully to liberate the creatiyity and
enthusiasm ot headmasters and teachers, both in the school and as
rei::ards the relations' between it,

amples of successful wor
s'-;fluid

114.
It

ti,ere

c:2nsijerably extended.

c,1

coverin,

There are

in this sense in some of the areas visited ;

'vinen hOclearisatien

!-.rie

parents and the. community.

oilif.-le?-ed in the neYt few years, education

level will be orianised and administered insome .900 nuclei,

the wnole of Peru.

oouiu

The autnorities plan that.in each nucleus

e a specialist teua of founnon--.)olyvalent si.ecialists, i.e. each
works_

.7peci.Alisaion only, who will be respon3ib1e for acting
as advisers and
t_y-pe of educatonal institutions for which they
are responsLJe.
'..Ji"Y.'t5CP the toal cost- involved

as

1

will hermt this proposal to be

or: ,Aether 'iome more polyvalent and less expensive

noution will have to be found.

nut there is no doubt, as concerns initial

and basic re,ular education, that the work of the nucleus
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specialists as

uvisex

anc teachers of teer:Iners is provin:,, an extremely useful and valuable

Innovation anu tiiat the teacners welcome tneir help.

it is a truism, but perhaps a relevant one, to say that the success or
failure ot tne reform will be decided in the schools.

At present the headmasters

dre neither trained nor in many cases.motivated to promote the discussion of
the problems which the teachers, with a shortage of books and materials are
meeting, ie the nuclearised schools.

Some teachers have received relatively

snort periods of training in the professional problems involved in adapting
the new learnin

by doing approach to classroom work and the new methods of pupil

evaluation. -This training has been provided by the Lite corps of the INIDE
trainers, who have now been put under the control of the zonal educational
authorities.

It would seem that the training of headmasters and teachers

should be undertaken on a larger scale, and more intensively.

The 1,200 teacher

trainers in teacher training colleges and universities and the specialists
anu.supervisors at national, regional, zonal and provincial levels, who
together exceed 1,000 persons, should perhaps supplement the efforts of
the 401) "trainers" for this :)urpose.

In the consolidation phase of the

reform, it would seem to be the ease that there can only be one training
force rather than two.

116.

lf the problem; as far as supervisiOn is concerned, is to mobilise training

and advisorV L-ersonnel so that headmasters, teachers and specialists of nuclei

are fully supported, it would seem that, as far as the rural areas and the Sierra
are concerned, the critical point at which.suppOrt forces might be concentrated
is the province.

This would enable the zonal authorities to be more assured that

the necessary visits to the schools and training actiVities could be undertaken.
It would also reduce

the heavy burden of travel and living costs involved in

bringing persOnnel to tne reional headquarter's for tz
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ling.

In the towns,

wi

Fa-eater ILobilitv, it is Planned that the provincial supervisors will
be

progressiv
the zones,
117.

phased out, with nuclearisation, so that their work will be done
by
this can be easily understood.

It is hot clear what usefUl purpose is served by
the inspecting and

cio/iecJaoiicil service

,

as distinct from the planning service's, at

'egionai level since ..-ommunication and guida.nce might well
proceed directly

from the national ministry to the 33 zones.

The system of inspection, which is not yet fully
articulated, seems
primarily designed as a means by which the Minister
can be informed, as a result..

of assessment, of the perforMance of the subordinate
executing bodies in respect
of the administrative and pedagogical norms which
it establishes.

The new

dispositions will eventually include provision for auditing,
administrative
control, special Investigations and supervision.

As far as supervision is concerned,

the purpose of the visits"of supervisors is to complete
assessment, based on
relevant forms, somewhat limited in their scope, of all aspects
of the functioning
of the body vi,ited.

These assessments are prepared in the sense of identifying

deficiencies, irregularities and obserVations concerning
departure from, or lack
of compliance with, officially 0established norms.

There would seem-to be advantage

that the supervisors should work cicsely with the
"norm-creating" bodies (see para. 58)

partieuldrly in respect of curriculum implementati.,n,
examinations and guidance.
,),:Yel'IdsLi insufficient emphasis

on the underlying-causes, and how they might

Os re:edied, or failure to carry out national policy.

Nor do the supervisors'

reports appear to direct much emphasis to
SUCCes:3 which the authority in question

may have achieved in certain directions.
numl,er

It would also-seem, from the limited

,t visits which were made, that whereas the arrangements
for the transmission

or t_ports upwdrds seemed fairly effective, those for
remedial action in order to
reAdy defieiencies. notedseethed to work less well, and it would
seem necessary that
steps ,should be taken to ensure that actions, which
are recommended in inspectoratc

reports, where approved, are implemented.

liJ.

ine new type of inspection, being undertaken by the nuclei specialists,

stait of certain technico/pedagogicai sections, and "trainers", embodying nainly
advice, training and encouragement, is therefore different

from that of the

supervisors, which is directed mainly, but not entirely, towards a checking
and assessing function.

it would seem that both are necessary, but that the

form of tne latter is not yet fully consistent with the new requirenents posed
by the reform;

be

is

:a
2n-sved trou,

L:r.1

ih a
126.

._ter pll_a_ru-lri
ig at the va ous
-lhatd way.

.1,2vels

The work of all types of personnel responsible for the different aspeCts

inspection is gravely hampered by lack of money and shortage of transport,
1,,:hich means that tne staff who should be visiting institutions and administrative

jo not uo so.

it

.)1.1ld seem necessary that specific budgetary provision

sh)ula be made fo., travel and living costs of supervising personnel and

that eacn zone and province should bye provided with an adequate number of li6hr,

tougn vehicles adapted to the conditions which prevail.

'It is also necessary

tnat education offices, nuclei, headquarters and schools should possess the
requisite professional libraries which staff, headmaSters and teachers can use.

The respective supervision offices should become adequately-equipped centres
in wnich professional problems of teachers and headmasters can be discussed
anu Lrairlini; and guidance given.

inexe have been a number of training courses in the past, in some of
which Unesco and Unicef have participated, aimed at providing training for
supervisory staff.

But,

present, there are no arrangements'whereby the

requisite initial and subsequent in-service training of supervisors can be
,:;iven on a nional scale.

it is necessary, however, that intensive training

should Le proviued if the supervisors and technico/pedagogical personnel are
to be in a position to give the requisite high level assessment and.advice.

corollary to a new approach by the authorities .to training in relation to
career developLent would'be sume consideration of special incentives, particularly
i

at the zonal and provincial levels in respect of improved qualifications
and
more effective work.

The same observation would seem to be relevant as far

as headmasters and teachers are concerned.

in conclusion, Peru has won world

interest and acclaim for its pioneering educational reform ; the problem is to
mobilise the concentration of effort, in which the inspectorate is to play its

appropriate part, to ensure the consolidation of the reform.
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ANNLX 1
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I-000dt lOrIdl zone No

(

school No

Name of the institution

Year(s) of Study

iown/villabe

Province

Del3artment

_tart of the visit : Tie

Date

.-,c_nuoi principal

classroom teacher

ieiin lervice

(:ategory

Attended retraining. course

1;; enrolled

Attendance on day of visit

STRUCTURL

Condition

LLAipc,k0us

Location

Lnvironment

hygiene

Pedagogical
organisation

Lighting

Capacity

Ventilation

Dimensions

interstin, features wnich it may have

ANi)

Location and orientation of tne blacktoard

Lumoer

urganisation of the
furniture

de,_*s

writing tables
tables

W-iting cases: double

Small chairs
Cupboarxi

,Dhelves

sin7le

.

.

Chest-of-drawers

Museum

i

A1\41i

the c

Locat P

;

r:edr'eci ci/

LLci u-V P11AL

sroola

in the dircci

rhe rilnistr; or hducat ion

hc teachor

nxte

Acc;uired by the cchool

the pupils
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in a s;ecial
classroom

V.

Rekular educational duties consist of

Relating to

V.

tne Lducational Reform

ALMINISTRATION (HAS COMPLLTED)
integral evaluation register

Auxiliary evaluation sheet

Duty folders
Pupil'

book of written examinations

qualification book

r..nrolment

Note book

Forms Folder

Organiation of the.Archives

information cam Jn the tearner's output
leacher's evaluc_. ion form
Term summary sneet

Plan of thE classroom

Fulfillment of programued projects.

other documents

Vi.

DIRLCTION OF TLACHING
()

Method of teaching
Procedures

Methods

fechnical romss of-the lesson
in the work pIal., the otjectives concur with the suggested aCtions
is the deveiopmert (df he prog'arrrnes or curricula adequate
')

bailyconduct of the class

neepso the

:

class timetae

Ihrernai rule

Presentation of

of the lesson ?

civic calendar
Organisation of thE: pupil

:

rias- exrrvise bookz

reading books

offers
LVAI,WATI0N

Jo tnry evaluate in conformity with the ruies

Select procedures ?

:etermine minipum qualificationC)
Liality.the examinations

Correct exeicise books

PLLWGlCttL oRGANISATION oF THE. CLASSROOM (HAS OR HAS'NOT A D-,SCRIPTION)'
Library
Viail maps

:.,tudent oryanisation

Teaching materials
Com?etitions

.

.
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site end conservation ot tne

t

te

miiiriny

0.0.111.1 fl1, t rat ion

of the technico-pedagogical isfocedures

of tne social, econondc and ciatuna1 aspects

r:Vis;

tti,11)

r1J ot tne visit

: a,

TIML

DATi;

ci_iL);:,r',uot,1

':DIGNATURL AND SEAL OF TEL SCI-100L
PRINCIPAL,.

-
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